
 
Tips and Tricks: Using Kiddom Throughout Different Devices 

Kiddom is not just limited to use on computer browsers. Kiddom's iOS and Android apps make it easier than ever to 
plan, assess, and analyze learning. Most importantly, this is an app students can use too: the Kiddom app is an 
effective way for 21st century students to stay organized, submit work, and get feedback in a timely manner. Don’t 
feel like downloading the app? No worries. Kiddom works on mobile web too, which is just the internet browser 
on your phone (Safari, Google Chrome, etc). 

 
To use Kiddom to its maximum potential, we highly recommend using the web browser. However, there are only 
some small limitations with using the Kiddom app or mobile browser. Here are some tips and tricks for using 
Kiddom throughout all of your devices: 
 

Key: Web Only No Device Limitations Some Device Limitations 
 

Planning 
Available only on the Web Platform, Planner allows you to map out your curriculum, save resources, and create 
playlists of assignments. To assign, you can simply drag and drop resources from Planner onto Timeline. You can 
also use Planner with co-teachers and collaborators to create and edit curriculum. 

 
Assessment 

Although you can only use Planner on Web, you can still create assignments, view assignments, and submit 
assignments on web, mobile web, and the app! Students can also view and submit assignments on web, mobile 
web, and the app. There are no limitations for assessment creation and access throughout devices. 

 
Reports 

Reports, like the Assessment section, is completely available throughout all three platforms. The only functionality 
not available on the app is accessing PDF Standards and Assignment Based Reports, or having them emailed to 

you en masse. 
 

Communication & Collaboration 
Web, mobile web, and the app allow you to communicate with your students and your students to communicate 
with you. Simply leave feedback for each other from the comments section on an assignment. You can also add 

collaborators and work on shared classrooms no matter the device you’re using. 

 
 


